
PARTS FOR PEDAL TRACTORS 
CLASSIC COLLECTIBLES - Stuart & Helen Deal

Real Deal Productions P.O. Box 142  Wadsworth, IL.    60083
customerservice@arealdealproductions.com   please email or send orders in writing           

 11/1/2012 
RIMS - REAR

1 12x1:75 - smooth low dome - Available 7/16" or 1/2" axle $25.00 each
2 12x1:75 - spoke design -  1/2" axle except 7/16" Late Small 60 & High Post H $25.00 each
3 Smooth high dome IH 856 - 1026 - 1066. JD Late 20 - LGT - etc -  unpainted - VERY LIMITED - CALL $12.00 each
3a Smooth high dome mounted with plain tire - only avail in Yellow & Red $25.00 each
4 12x1:75 - current rim & tire - painted $25.00 each

RIMS - FRONT
5 6x1 - smooth dome open grill H & JD A.-unpainted - VERY LIMITED-CALL FOR AVAILIBILITY $15.00 each
5a 6x1 - with ESKA  tire mounted - Available in Yellow or Red $40.00 each
6 7x1:25 - 1:50 - smooth low dome, same pitch as original $20.00 each
7 7x1:25 - 1:50 - spoke design, same pitch as original $20.00 each
8 7x1:50 - smooth high dome - unpainted - CALL FOR AVAILIBITY - VERY LIMITED $10.00 each
8b 7x1:50 - smooth high dome mounted with plain tire - only avail in Yellow & Red $20.00 each
9 7x1:50 - rim & tire (plastic) IH 66, 86 - JD 30, 40, 50, etc. $12.00 each
9a Current Plastic Rim & Tire $12.00 each

TIRES - REAR
10 12x1:75 - lug tread - Eska $25.00 each
11 12x1:75 - lug tread - plain $20.00 each
12 10x1:75 - lug tread - plain - new style, flat sidewall, big lugs $20.00 each
13 12x1:75 - rib tread - flat face - LGT $15.00 each
14 12x1:75 - rib tread - 1st - open grill H $15.00 each
14a 9.75x1.25 - lug tread AMF, etc... $15.00 each

TIRES - FRONT
15a 6x1 - Eska $25.00 each
16 7x1:25 - Eska $25.00 each
17 7x1:50 - Eska $25.00 each
18 7x1:25 - plain $10.00 each
19 7x1:50 - plain $15.00 each
19A 8x1.75 - plain $10.00 each

PEDALS
20 Tear drop - solid rubber $10.00 each
21 Tear drop - solid rubber with cadmium plated ends $12.50 each
22 White plastic $4.00 each
23 Black insert for white pedal $5.00 each
24 Black plastic $1.50 each
25 Black plastic - Ertl $3.00 each
26 Pedal washer $0.25 each
27 Push nut for Eska and Early Ertl $4.50 each
28 Hat shaped push nut $1.00 each
29 Acorn nut - early open grill H, JD A $9.00 each

PEDAL ARM
30 Pedal arm w/bushing - skip tooth $25.00 each
31 Pedal arm w/bearings and set coller $25.00 each
32 Pedal arm for Ertl - plastic bearings - when available $20.00 each
32A Pedal arm for Ertl - metal bearing $25.00 each
33 Bronze bushings $1.75 each
34 Bearings - metal $4.00 each
34A Bushing - plastic $2.00 each
34B Set collars $1.50 each
34C Chain guard - unpainted $9.00 each
34D Screws for chain guard - specify slotted or phillips $1.00 each
34E Chain Guard MM Tot & BMC Senior $95.00 each

CHAIN   
35a Skip tooth - New  - CALL FOR AVAILIBITY - VERY LIMITED call each
37 Regular chain - specify Eska, Ertl, Ertl Wide Front or Scale Models $6.00 each
38 Regular chain master link $1.00 each
38A Regular chain half link $1.50 each

BODY BOLT KITS $5.00 each



STEERING WHEELS - ALL HOLES DRILLED
39 Round 3 spoke with set screw - 6" $13.00 each
40 Round 3 spoke with set screw - 7" $13.00 each
41 Flat 3 spoke - finger grip $13.00 each
42 Black plastic $10.00 each
42A Bow Tie -  cast aluminum replacement $13.00 each

REAR AXLE
43 Rear axle with skip tooth sprocket not welded - specify 1/2" or 7/16" $14.00 each
44 Rear axle welded - specify 14 or 18 tooth sprocket $12.00 each
45 Rear axle washer $0.20 each
46 Axle hub ball bearing $4.00 each
47 Axle hub plastic 1 1/8" or 7/8" $2.00 each
48 Brass bushings for rear axle - specify (7/16x9/16), (7/16x5/8) or (1/2x5/8) $1.75 each

STEERING PARTS
49 Front post - specify for which tractor $16.00 each
50 Steering shaft - specify for which tractor $8.00 each
50A Front axle assembly LGT - excludes dome push nuts $45.00 each

SEATS
51 John Deere A $22.00 each
52 John Deere 60 $22.00 each
53 John Deere 130 $22.00 each
54 John Deere 10 $22.00 each
55 John Deere 20 $22.00 each
55A LGT - seat        aluminum                                                                      $45.00 each
55B LGT - fenders     aluminum  $80.00 each
56 IH open grill only - pan type $22.00 each
57 IH mid - AC/C - Oliver - Case VAC - pan type $22.00 each
58 H pattern $22.00 each
58A H pattern stamped steel $30.00 each
59 IH 806 - pan type $22.00 each
60 Case 30, Ford 6000, Oliver 1800-1855 - pan type $22.00 each
60B Case 30, Ford 6000, Oliver 1800-1855 - stamped steel $30.00 each
60A Ford 900 - Pan type $22.00 each
61 Black plastic - early plastic $17.00 each
61A Black Plastic Later Model with bottom bolt hole $12.00 each
62 Hitch pin with chain - round head or current $3.00 each
63 Drawbar hitch - cadmium plated $8.00 each
64 Shift knob $4.00 each
65 Noise maker $4.00 each
66 John Deere 10 hood ornament $5.00 each
67 Ford hood ornament - 900 or 901 $15.00 each
68 Rubber spark plugs $5.00 each
69 Oliver plastic grill $28.00 each
70 John Deere LGT plastic grill $28.00 each
71 Hub cap - high dome - used on early Eska $5.00 each
72 Hub cap - chrome $1.50 each
73 Hub cap - current two tier type $1.50 each
74 Long bolt -  IH 66 - 86 - & LGT  6 1/4" bolt $2.00 each
75 Pipes for Large 60, 620 Right or Left side  - price per side $35.00 each
75A Pipes for Small 60 Right or Left side - price per side $35.00 each
76 Hitch for Ertl 4020 to Present $10.00 each

Plus casting repairs and other miscellaneous - call
Decals $10.00 to $35.00 most tractors
PEDAL TRACTOR DVD'S - $10.00 each
VOL 1 JD & AC VOL 2 IH & CASE Vol 3 Ford Oliver, MH, MF, MM & Misc $10.00 each

78 Pedal Tractor Book - Criswell's Pedal Tractor Guide $75.00 each
 NEW IN BOX PEDAL TRACTORS  

Recent and current models - Call for price & avail.
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE


